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I have heard some Scouters say that Scouting is supposed to be about outdoor skills, or that their troop 
doesn’t allow electronics so why should they do cyber chip, and other comments.  But there are several 
very good reasons why—even if your troop does not allow electronics—the cyber chip award should be 

taken seriously.

➔ With every generation, Scouts are using electronics more than ever before in their 
every day life

➔ We want to prepare Scouts to be able to make wise decisions in everything they 
do, inside and outside of Scouts

➔ We want to teach Scouts how to be safe in everything they do, inside and outside 
of Scouts

➔ One of our goals is to train Scouts to grow into capable, independent adults, which 
in today’s world means being able to effectively and safely navigate the digital 

world



Ways the Cyber Chip can be used:
➔ To present the unit’s rules about electronics use

➔ To give Scouts the knowledge and tools to be safe on the web
➔ To have a discussion with Scouts about cyberbullying—and about 

bullying in general
➔ As a prerequisite for positions that require extensive internet use, such 

as Webmaster
➔ As an opportunity to have Junior Assistant Scoutmasters or other older 

Scouts develop and lead a course (perhaps with the oversight of a unit 
leader)

Fun things you can do as part of the Cyber Chip:
➔ See if Scouts can stump unit leaders on digital trivia

➔ Play a “Jeopardy!”-style game in a meeting to use what’s been learned
➔ For their presentation, have Scouts make a skit about internet safety





Different age groups have different CyberChip requirements!  Make sure 
that all Scouts are doing the requirements for the correct age group.  In 
my troop, we managed this by having two different nights where we had 

“pre-meeting” CyberChip sessions, one for middle schoolers and the 
other for high schoolers.  These sessions were for an hour before our 
regular meetings, and the last part of the session was spent making 

their internet safety presentation.  They then presented these 
presentations to the troop as a whole during the regular meeting, before 
our patrol breakouts.  For links to requirements for all age groups, and 

downloadable Cyber Chip certificates, go to 
https://www.scouting.org/training/youth-protection/cyber-chip/

https://www.scouting.org/training/youth-protection/cyber-chip/








Note: All Cyber Chips will expire annually. Each Scout will need to “recharge” the chip by going back to the Netsmartz Recharge area. This space 
will hold new information, news, and a place for the Scout to recommit to net safety and netiquette. Then, with the unit leader, the Scout can add the 

new date to the Cyber Chip card or certificate.





The CyberChip pocket cards and patches can be 
purchased at our Scout office!  The pocket cards 

can also be downloaded online!  Make sure 
Scouts remember to sign the Internet Safety 

Pledge on the back!
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CyberChip Patch
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